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Abstract .  We address the problem of locating and extracting frame cur- 
ves on interesting image areas. Reference frames, focus of attention, 
bounding contours of shapes, axis of inertia, centers of masses and other 
mid-level visual structures, can be used to guide other mid-level visual 
tasks or to lead subsequent high level processing like recognition, indexing 
or image retrieval. Frame curves, are useful to tackle non-rigid object 
recognition problems because these have fuzzy boundaries. Where is t- 
he boundary of a cloud, oak leave or a leopard? We present a perceptual 
organization approach based on dynamic programming and adaptive non- 
cartesian networks, a new kind of networks which are based on placing 
processor lines usin 9 a distribution function adapted to the image array. 
We present a novel computational framework to extract frame curves 
directly on the image and several experiments on real images. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Recent work in computer vision is based on the assumption that  edge detection 
precedes grouping and object recognition. Most existing approaches, are based 
on an edge detection stage, a example of such approach is [Havaldar et al. 1994]. 
An edge detection stage, implies an information loss (the edges of an image do 
not include all the features). After the edge detection stage, such schemes make 
an edge linking task to obtain perceptual groups. We call these methods, indirect 
methods. 

We (like others) argue against the assumption that  edge detection stage pre- 
cedes grouping and object recognition and suggest that  grouping precedes the 
computation of discontinuities and most other early visual tasks. 

Some structures like the axis of inertia and bounding shape contours are not 
defined locMly neither in the image nor in the scene. We cannot find them by 
process values near particular image locations (like many early vision tasks do). 

The computational problem that we are interested in is that of finding cur- 
ves and points (that we call frame curves) in images that  have certain properties 
that  are not defined locMly and investigate robust and direct perceptual organi- 
zation schemes that  can compute frame curves, without relying on existing edge 
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detectors. Other approaches such as Active Contour models (snake-based), se- 
e [Amini, Tehrani and Weymouth 1988], need an important  initialization stage. 
The snakes must be near the structures. 

We argue that approaches based on cartesian and non-cartesian random net- 
works (see [Subirana-Vilanova 1993] and [Serra and Subirana 1996]), are not op- 
timal for vision. There are two reasons: the first one is that  they lack accuracy 
to locate image structures, and the second is that they don' t  estimate their 
curvature closely. 

Here we present a novel two stage approach: the first one is filter based 
whereas the second one consists on frame curve extraction. It is made through a 
new kind of random networks, adaptive non-cartesian networks (~4N'C.M). These 
networks are able to locate closely image structures and estimate their curvature 
correctly. First, we compute the feature inertia surfaces (.TEN), after this, we 
calculate, for a particular image salient structure E, its distribution function 
of orientations 7? C. With this function, we generate after an AHCN'. With a 
dynamic programming approach, in the second step we extract the frame curves 
for the different structures of type g present on the image. Previous approaches 
on adaptive processing such as the surface reconstruction methods introduced 
in [Vasilescu and Terzopoulos 1992], try to match surfaces as an input. In these 
cases the networks are called meshes. 

2 A d a p t i v e  n o n - c a r t e s i a n  n e t w o r k s  

Suppose that we want to find different structures of type E, on an image Z-nxn 
as input, by the extraction of a set of frame curves. To obtain this goal, first 
we should locate them: where are fi'ame curves located on E,~.,.~? Second, after 
locating them, we should construct a search space of curves for frame curve 
extraction. In this section our goal is locate "likely points for", or "relevant" 
image salient structures of type E, and obtain a data structure to guide the 
generation of the search space (network). We should locate salient areas such 
that  frame curves cross them. To locate these areas, we propose an oriented filters 
based approach. Suppose that we have a filter : p c  that gives high responses on 
areas where there are g structures. We call these high likelihood salient areas the 
feature inertia surfaces because frame curves will cross them like curved axis of 
inertia. These surfaces point out regions that frame curves occupy on the image. 
We can express them as follows, for a given point p and an orientation Oi: 

/ P l S f ( p )  = (iPE(Oi) * Z)(p) 

The points with high response, are the salient points, and its associated orien- 
tation is the orientation of the particular filter. To guide an efficient generation 
of the search space of curves, we construct the set of salient points with the 
associated orientation. It can be expressed as follows: 

Voint (od = {p [ fzS (p) > to} (2) 
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Where r0, is the min imum response. If the response for a given point is greater 
than r0, this point belongs to the set. As an example of these, see figure 1. In 
this case we suppose that  we are looking for perceptual groups on brightness, 
we have chosen a filter that  produces high responses near object locations, this 
filter is the :DOOG2 filter of [Young 1985]. 

When feature inertia surfaces have been located, we need to define a search 
space of curves and extract from them the frame curves. A network, will be 
formed by a set of lines from side to side of an image. A curve over a network 
is a set of consecutive line segments. Which is the min imum network, (mini- 
m u m  number  of lines) to find the shape of a leopard? Cartesian networks (see 
[Sha'ashua and Ullman 1988]), have an elevate number  of lines and have an o- 
rientation dependency such that  certain orientations are favored. This means 
that  some curves extracted from it will not be good approximations to image 
structures, due the problem of estimating some curvature that  cartesian net- 
works has. To solve this problem, in [Subirana-Vilanova 1993], another type of 
network was introduced, non-cartesian random networks. In this kind of net- 
works, the line slopes follows a uniform distribution. If  we define a line like a: 
y cos a - x  sin a + p = 0 then, ~ C HI0, 7r]. In this case, no orientation is favored, 
but  original cartesian and non-cartesian random networks have another problem: 
on both cases, lines are uniformly distributed over the image, this implies the 
assumption that  salient structures will be equally distributed on the image pla- 
ne. This is generally false because the probabili ty to locate one structure on a 
certain image area is not the same for all image locations. For example, group 
elements are located near object boundaries and on these two types of networks 
information like this is not used. This type of information is relevant to decide 
where we must  concentrate network processing. 

Then non-cartesian random networks do not provide accuracy to locate the 

Fig. 1. A Morandi's painting and the feature inertia surfaces with 12 orientations. 

structures. Why uniform distribution of slopes? Which is the best distribution 
of slopes to recognize a leopard? Adaptive non-cartesian networks (AA/'CAf), a 
new kind of networks address some of the problems mentioned above. These 
networks locate salient structures since their generation is guided by the feature 
inertia surfaces and the points set. 
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3 F r a m e  c u r v e  e x t r a c t i o n  

A d a p t i v e  n o n - c a r t e s i a n  n e t w o r k  g e n e r a t i o n  
An JIAfCH defines a search space of curves. For a given type of structure E and 
its feature inertia surfaces bVZ$~, we define the inertia of a curve ZC s. Long and 
smooth  curves will be the most  salient, like on the [Sha'ashua and Ullman 1988] 
model. A network wilt be formed by a fixed set of lines, these lines will be loca- 
ted near the E structures present on the image. From the feature inertia surfaces 
tha t  embodies information about structure locations, we will construct an adap- 
tive non-cartesian network. An important  issue is: what number  of orientations 
should our networks have? We will est imate the probabil i ty distribution func- 
tion of orientations 7) e, to know which are the most  impor tant  lines. This means 
that ,  for each orientation Oi used on a filtering step we calculate the probabil i ty 
that  an oriented filter ~s (0 i )  will give us high responses. With this approach, 
we generate networks of n lines and choose the most impor tant  ones. In terms 
of probabilities, this is to choose n lines such that  their orientations have high 
probabil i ty by the function 7) s. To achieve this goal, we should begin to see 
what is the probabili ty density function of orientations de s , and after we should 
deduce the probabili ty distribution function of orientations D s. The probabil i ty 
density function de s, for an image Inxn and an orientation Oi is: 

de$(Oi) = ¢/:T)°ints(0i) (a)  

Where #Points(Oi) ,  is the number of elements in Points(Oi). Using this fun- 
ction, to obtain the distribution function we should do the following accumulated 
operation: 

7)s(00) =deS(Oo) 
:Ds(01 ) = 1ps(0i_i ) + deg(Oi) (4) 

How can we generate an adaptive non-cartesian network from function De'? 
One elegant solution is to construct a random number  generator (6), tha t  follows 
the distribution D e . To do this, we need two steps: 

, r  = max('/) e ) 
= u[0, x] (5) 

To generate an adaptive network with 1 lines, we should generate l r andom 
numbers uniformly distributed on the interval 0 and the max imum of the dis- 
t r ibution function D s. For each one, we should do the inverse image of the 
function D s. This gives us an orientation 0~, now we choose a point p such tha t  
p C 7)oints(O~), to generate the lines. 

If  there are noisy areas in the image, the filters give high responses on t- 
hem. In order to avoid line accumulation in, we impose tha t  to become a valid 
candidate line for a network, the inertia Z s, must  be higher than i0. Where Z C is: 

D e f i n i t i o n :  Inertia of a line Z g. A line defined by the equation: ycosO~ -xs inO~+ 
p~ = 0 where L~ ' (x ,y)  is the set of points such that  ycosOi - xsinOi + pk = 0, 
has an inertia defined by: 
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z °') = f o, J : z s f  

Where the function ¢'IS/e, is the feature inertia surface for the orientation 
Oi. If the inertia of a line is lower than the minimum inertia i0, then this line 
can not be a component of the network, this is, if Ze(L °') < i0, the line L °' 
does not belong to the network. The number of lines on a network, will be a 
function of the resolution we are willing to reach. We choose here to generate all 
the available lines, this is, to generate lines until the set Points  becomes empty. 
In this case the generation process does not need an extra parameter for the 
number lines. 

Dynamic  comput ing  and frame curve extract ion 

When we have generated the network, we have a search space of curves. These 
curves match different structures present in the image. Through the next calcu- 
lation, we obtain the inertia (ZC e) for the curves present over the network. The 
most important  ones will be frame curves for the different g structures present 
in the image. For each curve C over the network, we compute: 

f 
C , ,  

z c  = (6) 

Where 0(u) gives us the associated orientation of the point u. Tl ,  p, and 
are the penetration factor, circle constant, and the tolerated length respecti- 

vely. A complete description of the meaning of these parameters can be seen in 
[Snbirana~rilanova 1993]. 2-I is a function of the curvature connection. To realize 
this computation, we use a dynamic programming approach. For each pixel Pe 
oriented 0i radians in the network, for all its connections k we make this iterative 
computation: 

~gZ (°)(pe) = f':ZS/C (Pe) 
~gZ(n)(pe)  = ma,xk {.T2"S~(pe) + ~CZ(n-1)(pe)pl/~7-'} (7) 

Where GgZ('~)(pe) (Global Curve Inertia), points out the inertia of the best 
curve of length n that  begins at Pc.  

We need to do a number of iterations function of the total length of the curve 
that  we will need to extract. Formally, it is needed to do a number of iterations su- 
ch that  the series 6 reaches the convergence as point out [Alter and Basri 1995]. 
It is sufficient to do a number of iterations equal to the number of the longest 
curve that  we want to search. Indeed, in [Sha'ashua and Ullman 1988], the au- 
thors claim that  "a  little number of iterations" in most cases is sufficient. If we 
are searching curves of 100 pixets of length, the method sure us that with 100 
iterations, we will obtain the best curve of length 100. But in general, which is 
the number of iterations? We should fix it in each execution, for example, it may 
be x times the size of the image. 
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4 P e r c e p t u a l  o r g a n i z a t i o n  

Our  scheme is designed to work for br ightness ,  t ex tu re  and  color b u t  our  im-  
p l e m e n t a t i o n  deals  only  wi th  br ightness .  Pe rcep tua l  o rgan i za t i on  process  can be 
seen as an ins tance  of  f inding sal ient  s t ruc tures  where g are pe r cep tua l  groups .  
T h e  f rame curves for groups  will be closed curves wi th  the  s ame  in i t i a l  a n d  f inal  
poin ts .  In  th is  section,  we present  an i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  for g roup ing  on br igh tnes -  
s, b u t  i t  is easy to  ex tend  these ideas  to  o ther  k inds  of  images ,  such as color 
or t ex ture ,  see [Serra and S u b i r a n a  1996]. In the  br igh tness  case, our  a d a p t i v e  
ne tworks  should  concent ra te  i ts  lines in the  nearness  of  ob j ec t  boundar i e s .  For  
th is  reason,  we should  choose a filter t ha t  has  the  p r o p e r t y  of g iving h igh  res- 
ponses  near  ob jec t  boundar ies .  The  ~DOO~2 fil ter is an or ien ted  fi l ter defined in 
[Young 1985]. 

F ig .  2. Top left: the size of the network is 227 lines, we have done 128 iterations and 
the length of the frame curve resultant is 327 pixels. Top second: the size is 128 lines, 
and we have done '256 iterations and the length of the frame curve is 292 pixels. Top 
third: the size of the network is 250 lines, we have done 128 iterations and the length 
of the fl'ame curve resultant is 337 pixels. Top right: the size is 217 lines, and we 
have done 128 iterations and the length of the frame curve is 160 pixels. Bottom left: 
the size of the network is 175 lines, we have done 256 iterations and the length of 
the frame curve resultant is 226 pixels . Bottom second: the size is 257 lines, and we 
have done 256 iterations and the length of the frame curve is 239. Bottom third and 
bot tom right the size of network is 206 lines, we have do 128 iterations and the length 
of the frame curves recovered is 156 and 242 pixels repectively . 

Using D O O G 2  filter, we ob ta in  the  fea ture  ine r t i a  surfaces to  do a g roup ing  
process.  The  f i l ter ing s tep produces ,  in the  nearness  of ob jec t  boundar i e s ,  w h a t  
we call  bundle of lines. 
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D e f i n i t i o n :  Bundle of lines of wide n. I t  is formed when, by the filtering, a 
feature inertia area has a wide bigger than n pixels. I f  for a given orientation Oi, 
then exist two values kl,  k2 such that: 

d( Lk, , Lk: ) < n 

When we generate an adaptive non-cartesian network, we choose only one 
line representing this bundle. This line is the most  impor tant  one, this is, L °~ 

such that:  Z E (n ° ')  : max{/;  c (L~:)} 
kl 

A bundle of lines imply that  more lines than the needed ones will be generated 
on the network generation step. For this reason, we will choose only one line of 
these bundles, this will be the most important  line, following the definition of 
the last section. In the implementat ion (over a Pentium 200Mhz with 32Mbytes 
of RAM), we have taken 12 orientations, r0 : 160, T l  : re, this is the radius 
of curvature of the connection, a : - 1  and p = e. In the filter, it has taken 
cr _- r = 2. On the networks, we have considered a max imum of 4 connections 
per pixel, two for both  sides of a pixel, besides the connection that  the line 
support  gives per pixel. The resolution of the networks is ½ the image size, in all 
cases 256x256 pixels. The number of lines, is chosen automatically,  as we have 
explained on the last section. In the figure 2, we can see a set of experiments 
on real images. In all these figures, the black point over the frame curve points 
out its initiM and final points (the total  t ime of computat ion is more or less 3 
minutes for one image). 

To extract  multiple relevant structures, not only the first one, we should 
consider these points: 

- W i l l  it  a l w a y s  b e  p o s s i b l e ?  As pointed out in [Alter and Basri 1995], on 
cluttered images it will not be possible to extract all the structures with a 
network. In some cases, the frame curves extracted joint two or more struc- 
tures. One should remember  that  the network chooses only one connection 
per pixel as a result for a curve. On tidy images, where different structures 
are separated we can do a full correct extraction. 

- H o w  c a n  we p r o c e e d ?  When we have extracted the first structure, we 
should do, for the frame curve, the next computat ion:  for each pixel Pe  of 
the f rame curve, G ¢ I ( p e )  = 0. And finally, we can go on extracting frame 
curves to recover subsequent structures. Future research is needed here to 
s tudy different ways to do this computat ion.  In the figure 2 (bot tom third 
and bo t tom right) we can see an example. 

5 S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s  

The most  novel contribution of our work is that  it uses adaptive non-cartesian 
networks. These networks improve the non-cartesian random networks of 
[Subirana-Vilanova 1993] and [Serra and Subirana 1996]. Like in their scheme, 
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does not have a small and fixed subset of orientations but  instead of using a 
uniform distribution, we use a probabili ty distribution that  adapts  itself to the 
image characteristics. All orientations are equally considered to be represented, 
unlike in a cartesian network, where only vertical, horizontal and diagonal con- 
nections are considered. Adaptive non-cartesian networks are also interesting 
because processing can be selectively targeted at certain regions of the image 
array. This is different from previous approaches which use cartesian networks 
and therefore have the same density of processors in all areas of the image a- 
rray. Our scheme allows an etficient and accurate extraction of different kinds 
of salient structures. With a small number of lines we improve the convergence 
t ime and the memory  space required. We have shown the application to the per- 
ceptual grouping process and have introduced the notion of network exploration 
for subsequent processing. Our scheme computes global structures directly on 
the image and merges early and mid-level vision oil a framework that  may  run 
with several kinds of images, without the need of an early vision module such as 
edge-detection. In particular, our scheme may  be used to integrate brightness, 
color and texture. 
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